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Abstract
This thesis continues recent work of ferrohydrodynamic pumping through a
planar duct with imposed uniform alternating and travelling wave magnetic fields that are
spatially uniform and vary sinusoidally with time. These fields exert forces and torques
on the fluid that result in ferrofluid flow and spin velocities. The electromagnetic
coupling between magnetic field and flow can cause the magnetic field dependent
effective viscosity flff to become zero or negative depending on magnetic field direction,
frequency, and strength. Past work has approximately shown that in the small spin
velocity limit there exists a critical point of fluid flow when the magnetic field dependent
effective viscosity can become zero. Approximate theory then predicts infinite flow and
spin velocities, and when the effective viscosity becomes negative the theory predicts that
the flow and spin velocities change sign which causes flow reversal.
This thesis explores this phenomenon further with the numerical integration of the
non-linear governing equations to calculate the resulting flow and spin velocity profiles
even when the spin velocity is large. These non-linear and multi-valued profiles were
plotted as a function of magnetic field amplitude, frequency, and direction for alternating
and travelling wave magnetic fields. The thesis research also verified earlier work of
similar non-linear and multi-valued solutions and plotted new flow and spin velocity
profiles for various system parameter values.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Ferrohydrodynamics is an area of study that involves the motion of fluids under
forces due to magnetic polarization. Ferrofluids have applications in various areas such as
rotating shaft seals and bearings [1]. Colloidal magnetic fluids or ferrofluids were
synthesized in the 1960's and are typically composed of small permanently magnetized
particles of iron (approximately 100 nm in diameter) which are suspended in a liquid
medium.
These particles have a special surfactant that prevents aggregation when exposed
to magnetic fields. The applied magnetic field, hydrodynamics, and thermal agitation all
exert forces that act on the particles. Ferrofluid particles have constant magnetic
moments and without an external field their motion is random so that the net
magnetization is zero. The viscosity of the ferrofluid is primarily dependent on the type
of carrier fluid. When a magnetic field is applied, it partially aligns the magnetic
moments of the particles in the direction of the field resulting in a net fluid
magnetization. However, with an alternating or travelling magnetic field, fluid viscosity
prevents the magnetization from being in the same direction as the applied magnetic
field. With magnetization and magnetic field not collinear, there is a body torque on the
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ferrofluid causing flow. The equations that govern ferrofluid motion are coupled linear
and angular momentum conservation equations along with fluid and magnetic stress
tensors.
1.1 Background
Ferrofluid applications, such as rotating shaft seals and bearings, use dc magnetic
fields. Ferrofluid behavior in alternating or travelling wave magnetic fields is not fully
understood. Experimental observations have shown ferrofluid flow reversals that depend
on the frequency and amplitude of the applied magnetic field.
Earlier approximate analysis has shown that when the ferrofluid spin velocity is
small, the electromagnetic coupling between magnetic field and flow can cause the
magnetic field dependent effective viscosity flff to become zero or negative depending on
magnetic field direction, frequency, and strength [2-5]. Whenever the magnetic field
dependent effective viscosity becomes zero the approximate theory predicts infinite flow
and spin velocities, violating the small spin velocity approximation. When the effective
viscosity becomes negative, the theory predicts that the flow and spin velocities change
sign which causes flow reversal. This phenomenon is an active research area and this
thesis numerically solves the governing equations without approximation including those
cases where in the low spin velocity limit the effective viscosity is zero or negative.
1.2 Scope of Thesis
The research was supervised by Professor Markus Zahn and extends earlier
analysis completed previously by Professor Zahn and Loretta Pioch [2, 4, 5]. The goal of
6
this thesis is to gain a better understanding of the relationship between magnetic fields
and ferrofluids by numerical integration of the governing equations of the fluid including
large spin velocity. By analyzing the behavior of flow and spin velocities of the fluid
mechanics motion under various magnetic field conditions, conclusions of the theoretical
results can be compared to previously reported anomalous experimental observations of
flow reversals [6] and decreased fluid viscosity [7, 8] when alternating magnetic fields
are applied.
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Chapter 2
Governing Equations
This study will consider the one-dimensional case, shown in Figure 1, where
ferrofluids are pumped through a planar duct with imposed uniform alternating or
travelling wave magnetic fields including case studies where the transverse magnetic flux
density Bx and axial magnetic field Hz are spatially uniform and vary sinusoidally with
time. The uniform magnetic flux density Bx is in the x-direction and is perpendicular to
the duct axis, and the uniform axial magnetic field Hz is in the z-direction along the duct
axis. This geometry provides the simplest interesting case that illustrates the
ferrohydrodynamic coupling with a minimum of mathematical complexity as all variables
only vary with the x-coordinate.
B.
{z g
FerrofluidQ cot Hz
z
y
Figure 2-1: Planar ferrofluid layer pumping in a duct. The applied uniform fields Hz and
Bx which both vary sinusoidally in time cause the ferrofluid to flow with the velocity vz in
the z-direction and for the ferrofluid particles to spin with vector spin velocity o, in the
y-direction.
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2.1 Magnetic Fields
When magnetic forces act on a ferrofluid the viscosity of the fluid opposes the
fluid motion. This causes the magnetization M to lag behind a travelling H field. As a
result, M and N are not collinear so a torque acts on the ferrofluid. This torque density
is:
(2.1)
This magnetic torque density drives the duct flow of Figure 2-1 so that the flow velocity
ii is z-directed while the spin velocity & is y-directed and both variables are varying as
a function of x.
and i=w >(x), (2.2)
As the fluid flows through the duct it also experiences viscous drag.
2.2 Magnetization
The magnetization relaxation equation for magnetization M in a ferrofluid with
magnetic susceptibility x, and relaxation time r, under simultaneous magnetization and
reorientation due to fluid flow depends on fluid linear velocity i7 and spin velocity
w as:
a m 1
+(17- V)S -x 5+-[ -ro n = 0(2.3)
cot '1:
9
i= pe(9 xf)
The effective magnetic susceptibility which is in general dependent on the magnetic field
will be taken to be constant at X, =1 for all numerical computations in this thesis.
2.3 Gauss's Law for Magnetic Flux Density
As shown in Figure 1, the imposed magnetic field Hz and magnetic flux density
BX are independent of y and z d -
(dy dz
= j. This also makes the magnetic flux density
Bx from Gauss's Law to be constant with x and the magnetic field intensity Hz from
Ampere's Law with no volume current to be constant with x.
V- 0V-B=O
-H=
dB
dx
dH = =>
dx
B = constant
H = constant
The general equation for flux density is,
5= p,(N+m)
The magnetic field and flux density can then be written in the form,
N=9{B7 +B(x)ie} (2.6)
N4=9I1[H(x)i +Hzi I}
where Q is the radian frequency of the sinusoidally varying magnetic fields and
j= vI1 . This frequency is an important variable that can be easily experimentally
controlled to observe different behavior in the ferrofluid. By substituting (2.6) and (2.7)
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(2.4)
(2.5)
(2.7)
into (2.3), the x and z components allow for the solution of the magnetization complex
amplitudes M, and M.
- MXjQMn - o)n + = H (2.8)
M X
jK2 -0,+ = HZ (2.9)
Solving for Mx and Mz yields
X + H o Z )+(jQ'T + 1) x
1^ mo
o T2 + (jQT +1)(jQT +1+ XO)
X0 n +1I+ XO)H 
- g
M= (2.11)
S[(r)2 +(jQT+1)(jQT+1+XO)]
It can be seen that M varies only as a function of x through the spin velocity o~,
that varies with x. The spatial variation of o,, causes a spatial profile in magnetization
that creates a torque in the ferrofluid because it is not collinear with the magnetic field
1fi.
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2.4 Fluid Dynamics
In the study of ferrofluids there are hydrodynamic laws that must be taken into
consideration along with the equations for magnetics. Basic laws for incompressible
fluids are,
V-6=0 and V-=O (2.12)
The coupled linear and angular momentum conservation equations for force and
torque densities f and i respectively are [1, Chapter 8]
f +2V x O + (+ )V2P - pgi,
(V x 6 - 26) +'V26
(2.13)
(2.14)
Here p is pressure, p is the mass density, ( is the vortex viscosity, r is the dynamic
velocity, I is the moment of inertia density, and i' is the shear coefficient of spin-
viscosity.
2.5 Magnetic Torque and Density Equations
The basic equation for magnetic torque density is,
iK= (tIx N)= p (-M,H, + MH,)i, (2.15)
12
p[ + (15-V)6 =-Vp +
I~d + (6 .V)6]= + 2dt
Substituting the x and z components of M and H and taking the time average we
obtain:
(T) =91M 
- (2.16)
where M* and B* are the complex conjugates of M and B. This torque is y-directed as
a result of the cross product of x and y. The magnetic force density in the duct region is,
f = p 0(M -V)N (2.17)
and with field components varying only with x gives,
dH
dx poM, -M =xdx (go
dM
x dx
dHf = pOM xdH =02 * dx (2.19)
Note that because the axial field Hz is uniform, there is no force density to drive the flow
in the z-direction.
2.6 Coupling the Linear and Angular Momentum Conservation Equations
In order to combine the magnetic and fluid flow equations together the equations
for magnetic torque and force densities must be applied to the duct. There are also some
reasonable assumptions to simplify the analysis. First, the ferrofluid is in the viscous
dominated limit so inertia terms are very small. Second, the ferrofluid is in the steady
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j (2.18)
pM* (Hz +MA)
-d 1I ,
dx 2 X
state so that only time average torques and forces apply. It is convenient to define a
modified pressure as,
1 + M2
p' = p+ pI10 + pgx (2.20)
so that together with all simplifying assumptions the coupled linear and angular
momentum equations of (2.13) and (2.14) reduce to,
d__ 2 (dv
' d2 -2( Z+2(, + (T =07dX2  dx J \Y
d2 v dw dp'((+,) dx,+2 --- =0
dx2 dx dz
(2.21)
(2.22)
2.7 Normalization of General Equations
Expressing all variables and parameters in non-dimensional terms will help
simplify the analysis. Time is normalized to the magnetic relaxation time t, space is
normalized to the duct spacing d, and the magnetic field and flux density are normalized
to nominal field strength HO . The tilde (-) will represent the terms that are normalized.
T=
pY oH 2
~4 M
HO
x
d
- =2
pOH 2,T
H
H-
HO
V v -zd
~,H '2 C
() = 0
~B
1B
14
~2(
pOH 2Tu0 ~
p' dd'
dr pHi dz
(2.23)
2.8 Derived Normalized Equations
With the use of the normalized terms, equations for the flow velocity, spin
velocity, magnetization, and torque become dimensionless. Then (2.21) and (2.22)
become,
~ \d 2V ~d5 dp'(C+ij)-z+2{ -- o- =0 (2.24)dx dx d2
i' dy ' -2 + 2y + (T,) = 0 (2.25)
where,
92 5* - x*(,+ , (2.26)
and
M = ~ (2.27)
+ (jC2 + 1)( jC +1I+ To
M = ~ ~ (2.28)
(0 +(jQ+1)(jQ+1+Yi)
These equations characterize the motion of the confined planar ferrofluid layer
between rigid walls under the imposed spatially uniform, sinusoidally time varying x and
z directed magnetic fields. By substituting, (2.27) and (2.28) into the time average torque
density T, of (2.26), the time averaged torque dependence on non-dimensional spin
velocity @, is
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)yx [I x 12 2 !2 + i)~i [.)2 _ C2 +(I+ +x")2]± 4 [X(@ !52 + j!5,F 2 -12 _ _X
F2+V(jC2+ 1)(jd2+1I+ x")]
(2.29)
Notice that the last term in the numerator containing the product Hl B* will drop
out if either 9, or b equals zero. When either H9 or 5, are zero, earlier work [2,4,5] has
shown that @, is an odd function around Y = 0.5 and that iiV is an even
Y= 0.5.
2.9 Zero Shear Coefficient of Spin Velocity
function around
In this thesis the limiting case of zero shear coefficient of spin velocity will be
considered, i' =0. The governing non-linear differential equation (2.25) then reduces
to,
- ( v- 2@ydi_ 2(
(2.30)
Differentiating with respect to Y and substituting this result into (2.24) yields,
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- 10p/
d65, __ o__i
--- =i zI (2.31)
1- ij d65 y)
From the chain rule of differentiation,
d = di-d- (2.32)
de, dV do,
Using this relation and manipulating (2.30) gives
d'iz 2 (2.33)
d6, d5,
dx-
Since the denominator of (2.33) is purely a function of @, from (2.31), and <T,>
is also only a function of 5 from (2.29), the entire right side of (2.33) is purely a
function of 5 ,. In this form, (5, can be treated as an independent variable and numerical
integration over 5, will be used to calculate F, as a function of ,. Similarly i as a
function of 5, can be found from (2.31). This relationship is then used to produce 7F
and 5, as a function of 3E.
2.10 Spin Velocity Profiles
The calculation of the spin velocity cannot be made directly because of the complex
interdependence of <i,> and 5, of (2.29). That is, o5l, cannot be simply solved as a
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function of Y, however, it is possible to solve Y in terms of i5,. Again parametric plots
can be used to graph the spin velocity profile using this method.
Rearranging (2.31) as,
S+i d{T
12( ji d-dI j dY, (2.34)
allows us to integrate each side of the equation
~ = 1- +i; d d +C (2.35)
op 2( do)
With use of boundary conditions the value of this constant C can be found. This is done
by realizing that for the cases when either 5, or H, is zero both the spin velocity and the
time-averaged torque density of (2.29) are odd functions of i. Therefore, @, (Y = 0.5)=
0. For the cases of { HJ = 1; 5r =0 and HJNF = 0; b =1}, we see that the constant C
can be solved for as
C= -0.5' (2.36)
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The equation has i in terms of i,( and parametric plots can be used to determine the
spin profiles for 6,. The program used in Mathematica to calculate these spin velocities
depends on input values, 6, (= 0)= 2, i X B , , i, and .
This Mathematica program to calculate the spin velocity can be found in Appendix A and
the Mathematica program to calculate the wall spin velocity @,, at Y = 0 is listed in
Appendix B.
2.11 Flow Velocity Profiles
To solve for the flow velocity, (2.33) must be integrated with respect to 5,. By
substituting (2.31) into (2.33) yields,
v -7 - TY E - 'A (2.37)
oTP 0 2( 2(1 d~o
where A is an integration constant. Since the flow and spin velocities are a function of
Y, the boundary conditions at i =0 and iE = 1 allow the constant A to be calculated. At
the boundaries of the duct the flow velocity is zero, that is, i7, =0 at Y =1 where @ , (Y=
1) = -@,, and i =0 where 5, (Y= 0)= 61. Since the flow velocity iTz is required to be
zero at the boundaries the value of A can be found by integrating the first term on the
right of (2.37) with integration limit 60,5= 6. This then evaluates i7z at Y= 0 which
must be zero. Thus A is just the negative of the integral, where A depends strongly on
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the spin velocity 61 at the i = 0 boundary for each particular set of system parameters
@0 ,, 0 X0, BHZ, , ii , and . Parametric plots of i3' as a function of 5 are
obtained by specifying the values for 5 and i3z coordinates and varying the spin velocity
5 for (- 6i ! @ 55 ). The math program Mathematica in Appendix A is used to
compute the flow velocities. The Mathematica program used to solve for , (E= 0) = @0
is listed in Appendix B, as was discussed in Section 2.10.
The program takes the specified parameters, solves for vz( @, ) and x(@,) and
then performs a parametric plot for i5 and i7, in terms of , using the Mathematica
program in Appendix B. Thus the value of A cannot be determined in closed form and
must be obtained by numerical integration. For the thesis case studies the two variables
that are specifically examined are C and (, while = land -- =.001 are kept fixed.
az
The values of 5 and l-l will be set to either I or 0 depending on whether the transverse
or axial magnetic field case is being examined. The program of Appendix B solves for
5, = 6)0 for which there are 5 solutions, usually with one real solution and four complex
solutions. Only the physical real solution is selected using the Mathematica command
"Cases". For some cases, there are three real solutions, but two of them are non-physical
as they represent solutions outside the duct (V 0 and > 1). Only the physically
correct solution for 0 i 1 that satisfies the zero flow velocity at i = 0 and E = 1 is the
correct solution for our problem.
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2.12 Small Spin Velocity Limit
In the limit where 6, is much less than one the equation for the time average
torque density (TT,) is simplified to a linear approximation,
lim ) ~i + as,6V <<I1 T +aO
XIX0 2+J%2, +i+x2,][52~
1 ± 2 -1+ 52 -1+X , )
a = -
2 ,_ 
, X
(2.38)
(2.39)
2
(2.40)
[I x +5 2 +xY2 2
Wheneither 5, =0; 9 =1 or 5,= 1; 9i =0, to is zero.
In this small spin velocity limit the spin and flow velocity equations of (2.24) and (2.25)
with if'= 0 have general solutions,
Y 4 (22 - 1)
,(V )1= V(v - 1)+
fTi di]
KTidY -
0
(2.41)
(2.42)(T )d ]
Substituting (2.38) into the above equations, solutions for flow and spin velocity profiles
in the small-spin limit are
ii, (V) ~ EO - P1i7,f 2)
where
(2.43)
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(2C 
-a) 
_
(2 - Z1) '
-- ef~ d J
where the effective viscosity is,
a(
2e -a
The effective viscosity can be positive, negative or zero depending on the values of the
parameters selected. The effective viscosity is zero for
2C ij
+4 ~ (2.46)
However, when the effective viscosity is zero, then @Y in (2.44) becomes infinite which
violates the small spin-velocity approximation that @, <<1.
22
(2.44)
(2.45)
Chapter 3
Transverse Magnetic Field
BX= 1; HZ=O
3.1 Frequency/ Viscosity Relationships
Magnetic field amplitude and frequency can cause the ferrofluid effective
viscosity 7)ff of (2.45) to differ from the dynamic viscosity i- of the carrier fluid. In this
chapter the transverse magnetic field case of 5,= 1; 5,= 0 will be analyzed. To further
simplify the analysis we examine the special case = , when the vortex and dynamic
velocities are equal.
Using this relation and then solving for a in (2.45) yields,
a = ~ (3.1)
For transverse magnetic fields (2.40) reduces to,
z (U21_)a = 1K+Q 0 (3.2)
2 [1 + X0 + C2 2+X 22
Solving the above equation results in a fourth order biquadratic equation,
U4+UC22 (+ 2+l0 ) + [X(lZx 2+ =J0 (3.3)
2af 2a_
After plugging in for a using (3.2) the biquadratic equation becomes
23
(X2 + 2X, + 2) - ~ ~
2 Xo(24'-i] -
+ (XO + 1) + ~ ~ = 0
This equation has !C2 as a function 4 and ij . The quadratic formula is used to solve for
U2 as,
~ -b± b2 -4ac (35)
2a
where,
a = 1
Xo(2le ],)
b =(X +2 +2)- ( ~ QI
C (Z + 12 X o(2 - i],
4((C - ], )
(3.6)
(3.7)
(3.8)
From previous work [2, 4, 5] U was plotted versus i= for a variety of different
values of 4, and is shown in Figure 3-1.
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(3.4)C24 + C22
IBXI = 1, IHzI = 0 for given Teff
0 0.01 0.02 0.03 0.04 0.05 0.06 0.07 0.08
Figure 3-1: Non-dimensional frequency Q as a function of viscosity i ={for various
values of 4, . The bold lines represent the positive real roots of the quadratic in (3.5),
and the plain lines represent the negative real roots.
This thesis concentrates on studying effective viscosity values near 7, = 0 and examines
transitions for spin and flow velocities for various values of f . By stepping through the
values of Q around the = 0 line, the behavior of the system near the ijf. = 0
singularity can be investigated. The values of ' that were chosen were {.01, .02, .03,
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.037524704, .04} as these values give a diverse range of solutions around the ifj = 0 line.
The interesting cases are the non-dimensional vortex viscosity values 4 ={.01, .02, .031
which intersect this (,= 0 line and also have solutions for positive and negative values
of fltff as U is varied. For these values the frequency step is reduced so that the
transitions near riff = 0 can be seen in more detail as reverses sign. The case of 4 =
.037524704 is just tangent to the ijf. = 0 line at C = 2 and for other frequencies only has
positive values of i4 . For C = .04, study for the values to the right of the i(. = 0 line
can be made, again with only positive values of 4, for all frequencies.
3.2 Graphing the Spin and Flow Velocity Profiles
The cases of 4 = 0.01, 0.02, 0.03, .037524704, and .04 will be considered in this
section. These values give a range of solutions for positive, negative, and zero values of
1 leff as Q is varied. The first step requires calculating the values of 5, (i = 0)= @0 that
will be used to generate the parametric plots for the spin and flow profiles.
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3.2.1 Spin Velocity o,)(x) and Flow Velocity II () Plots
As discussed earlier, the graphs for c5, and ii, will be made by plotting
parametric plots for various values of U and ' . The non-dimensional position Y is a
function of ,, U, C2  , ,and . These non-dimensional parameters and the
following assumptions and variable values will be used in the calculations:
0.001
(3.9)
The small pressure gradient is used so that the solutions for if not near zero will have
5, <<1 so that the approximate solutions of (2.43) and (2.44) can be used as a check of
our numerical integration procedure. The parametric plots for iiV are made from
numerical integration of (2.37) and will plot i for (0 V 1) while varying @, for (- 6
<65, 61%). The non-dimensional frequency U values were calculated from (3.5) for the
chosen ' values. Values for , (5= 0) = G5 which are essential for the correct range of
the parametric plots (-61 @6, < @,) that correspond to (0 : ! 1) need to be calculated,
%o =6(i=0)= -- ( =l1) (3.10)
The Mathematica source file used to generate these values is listed in Appendix B. The
results for the case study values of @, for 5, = 1 and H, = 0 are listed in Table 3-1.
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4 =0.01 4 =0.02 4=0.03 4=0.0375247 4=0.04
@0 @0 @0 @ (@0
1 .0494 0.75 .0099 1.4 .1468 1.7 .1791 1.6 .0745
1.2 -.0790 1 .00249 1.45 .2256 1.8 .2580 1.7 .1018
(-.3667)
(.4467)
1.22 -.0648 1.2 .1242 1.5 .3135 1.9 .3287 1.8 .1332
(-.4220)
(.4877)
1.3 -.0400 1.3 .3448 1.55 .3954 2.0 .3752 2.0 .1796
(-.5921)
(.6329)
1.4 -.0291 1.33 -.1489 1.6 -.1828 2.2 .3983 2.2 .1684
(-.7589) (-.2598) (-.2889)
(.7883) (.4066) (.4691)
1.5 -.0241 1.35 -.1071 1.62 -. 1462 2.3 .3572 2.3 .1475
(-.9032) (-.3379) (-.3530)
(.9273) (.4449) (.4965)
Table 3-1: Mathematica results for real values of Coo calculated for various values of
C and C to be used in case studies for Bi = 1, H =0 . The triple valued real solutions
are also listed, but the non-physical solutions appear within parentheses.
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These values were used in the Mathematica program in Appendix A to plot the resulting
spin and flow velocity profiles in Figures (3-2)-(3-6).
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B,=1, H,=0
0.005
0
-0.005
-0.01
-0.015
-0.02
-0.025
0.075
0.05
0.025
(iiy 0
-0.025
-0.05
-0.075
0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1
Figure 3-2: The non-dimensional flow and spin velocity profiles for '= 0.01. The
numbers by each line represents the value of 2 used to generate it..
1: C= 1 4 = .0494 i,= .0100
2: C=1.2 @3,=-.0790
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Figure 3-3: The non-dimensional flow and spin velocity profiles for = 0.02. The
numbers by each line represents the value of U used to generate it.
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Figure 3-4: The non-dimensional flow and spin velocity profiles for '= 0.03. The
numbers by each line represents the value of Q used to generate it.
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Figure 3-5: The non-dimensional flow and spin velocity profiles for '= 0.037524704, the value
tangent to the 7Tf = 0 line. The numbers by each line represents the value of C used to
generate it.
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Figure 3-6: The non-dimensional flow and spin velocity profiles for = 0.04. The
numbers by each line represents the value of C used to generate it.
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When iff is not near zero, the spin velocity profiles are approximately linear for
the plots in Figures (3-2) - (3-6) as given in (2.45) in the small spin velocity limit. As the
frequency is increased, so that rf approaches zero, the spin velocity starts to become
large and non-linear. This is apparent in the cases of 4 =0.01, 0.02, 0.03, and
0.037524704. In these cases, the region around 5 = 0.5 in the central region of the planar
duct is where the most non-linearity occurs.
Around this point the spin velocities change from being single valued to multi-
valued when ij, is near zero. For 4 = 0.04 the spin velocities are not multi-valued and
are essentially linear for the selected values of C, as is positive and not near zero for
all cases.
As with the spin velocities, the flow velocities demonstrate interesting behavior
for the values of 4 = 0.01, 0.02, and 0.03. Here, the flow velocities when leff is near
zero do a transition from negative to positive values as Tff changes sign. The flow
velocities are largest in the center of the duct. At low frequency 2 so that feff is
positive, the flow velocities are negative for these values of 4 . For the flow velocities of
4 = 0.01, 0.02, and 0.03, as the frequency is increased the range eventually hits the line
leff = 0 and at this point these velocities reverse sign and become positive as predicted
by (2.43) in the small velocity limit. As becomes positive again for increasing
frequency, the velocity reverses sign again to be negative.
During this transition, the flow velocities exhibit some unusual non-linear and
multi-valued behavior. As seen in the plots of Figures (3-2) - (3-4), the flow velocity
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shapes become irregular near the ,eff = 0 line. For C = 0.02 and 0.03 the flow velocity
becomes triple-valued for frequency in this range. Similarly, the values of @5 are also
triple-valued here as well. Further study of this triple-valuedness will be presented in
Section 3.3.
For the flow velocities with = 0.037524704 and 0.04, the transition from
negative to positive flow velocity does not occur because the values of f here lie outside
the (f, = 0 line shown in Figure 3-1 so that i(ff 0. '= 0.037524704 is the value just
outside and tangent to the line ?Tej = 0 at U = 2 . The flow velocity here exhibits
negative flow velocity that is less parabolic when it is in the vicinity of this line. Far
from the ,ff = 0 line the flow velocity has a parabolic shape with i. =0.04 is located
further to the right and well away from the iff1 = 0 line. The flow velocity here behaves
as expected because it never goes positive and for different frequencies it remains
essentially parabolic as given in the small spin velocity limit of (2.43).
3.3 Analysis of Multivalued (o Cases near fleg = 0 for Spin and Flow
Velocities
As seen from the profiles for both the spin and flow velocities when frequencies
for a particular value of 4 are near the =0 line shown in Figure 3-1, the plots
become non-linear and multi-valued. This section explores the multi-values for @0
further by plotting their corresponding spin and flow velocity profiles. In order to do
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this a C is selected to serve as a test case for the analysis. For this thesis the value of
= 0.01 is used to analyze these cases.
From the calculations for 5, listed in Table 3-1, we see that at certain values of
2 near the ff = 0 line there exists three real values for 6i . For the transverse case
with '= 0.01, the real values of @,, are single valued until approximately C = 1.2 where
@, has three real values. Table 3-1 shows the other two values of @,% for frequencies 2
= 1.2, 1.22, 1.3, 1.4, and 1.5 and these values are in parentheses to indicate that they
represent non-physical solutions outside the duct. Using the ui values in Table 3-1 the
new spin and flow velocity profiles are shown in Figures (3-6) and (3-8) to satisfy the
zero flow velocity boundary conditions at 5 = 0 and Y = 1 but for 5 0 and 5i 1.
Only solutions in Figures (3-2) - (3-6) are physical. Figures (3-6) and (3-8) show
the spin and flow velocities for the middle and bottom triple values of @,, in Table 3-1
that are in parentheses. These plots reveal the unusual behavior of the spin and flow
velocities for the multi-values of 5, at the given C. The solution for 0 Y 1 does not
satisfy V, (Y = 0) = V, (Y= 1) = 0. Solutions for i 0 and i 1 are not physical as they
are outside the duct. For 0! Y! 1, , (Y= 0) = , (i= 1) = 0 is required.
The flow velocities possess interesting non-physical characteristics as well. First
of all, the shapes of the flow velocities are not parabolic and are highly irregular. Even
though they originate and terminate on the duct boundaries these results are not physical
because they are outside the planar duct boundaries.
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Figure 3-7: Non-physical spin and flow velocity solutions for = 0.01 for the middle
values in Table 3-1 for triple valued real solutions for 4o .
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Figure 3-8: Non-physical spin and flow velocity solutions for '= 0.01 for the
bottom values of Table 3-1 for triple valued real solutions for 6i .
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Chapter 4
Axial Magnetic Field (Solutions for 1 e ff
B,= 0; Hz
= 0)
= 1
4.1 Frequency / Viscosity Relationships
Magnetic and hydrodynamic factors cause differences in the effective viscosity
of ferromagnetic fluids if, from the viscosity of the carrier fluid il . As for the
transverse magnetic field case of Chapter 3, the effective viscosity depends on the vortex
viscosity (, dynamic viscosity fi, and the frequency U . Again we write Eq. (3.1) with
the assumption of ij= 4'.
(4.1)
Considering the axial magnetic field case where 5i = 0; H, = 1, reduces (2.40) to
o 62 (1+ x)2
2 (1+xZ +U2 + x U 2
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a-= (4.2)
a = C( ~ ij
By equating (4.1) and (4.2) together, we can derive an equation for 2 in terms of ( and
77leff
14 + 22 +(Z +1)+21+ ~=0
4{- -le)]
(4.3)
This result is a fourth order equation in 2 that can be solved via the quadratic equation
solution of (3.5). The result will be a solution for C2 in which the square root can be
taken to obtain 2. Here,
a=1
b = Ol
(4.4)
(4.5)
c = (O + 1)2 1+ (2 (4.6)
From previous work [2,4,5] C was plotted as a function of (= i for a variety of
different values of ij,, and is shown in Figure 4-1.
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Figure 4-1: Non-dimensional frequency f2 as a function of viscosity { for various
values of 17, . The bold lines represent the positive real roots of the quadratic in (3.5)
and the plain lines represent the negative real roots.
The same analysis done in Chapter 3 for the transverse magnetic field will be done in this
chapter for the axial case. The solutions for spin and flow velocities are plotted for
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0
varying values of C that intersect or lie near the i, = 0 line. By stepping through the
values of U around the =0 line, the behavior of the spin velocities near the (, = 0
singularity can be investigated. The values of 4 that were chosen were {.005, .01, .015,
0.019493853, .031. These values gave a varied range of solutions around the ii. = 0 line.
The non-dimensional vortex viscosity values C ={.005, .01, .0151 intersect this ii = 0
line and will provide interesting case studies. For these values the frequency step is
reduced so that the transitions near i, = 0 can be seen in more detail. The case of =
.019493853 is just tangent to the i= 0 line at U = 3.2. For = .03, study for the
values to the right of the i,= 0 line can be made where ,> 0.
4.2 Graphing the Spin and Flow Velocity Profiles
Similar to analysis of the transverse case in Section (3.2), the values used for the
axial case are C= .005, .01, .015, 0.019493853, and .03. These values provide a range of
solutions for positive, negative, and zero values of i, as C is varied. Again, the first
step requires calculating the values of @, (i5= 0) = @0 that will be used to generate the
parametric plots for the spin and flow profiles.
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4.2.1 Spin Velocity (0 (X) and Flow Velocity V' (X) Plots
As explained in Section (3.1), the graphs for 5, and i7F will be made by plotting
parametric plots for various values of C and (. Again the non-dimensional position Y
is a function of @, , U , X0 , i , and . We will continue to use these non-
az
dimensional parameters and the following assumptions and variable values in the
calculations:
= 0.001
(4.7)
The parametric plots for v7, are made from numerical integration of (2.33) and will plot
Y (0 Y 1) while varying @, (- 6 5, 65 6). The values for @0 that are essential for
the correct range of the parametric plots need to be calculated for the axial case. To do
this we use selected values for U and (. Again, ±6@0 is the value of 5 at the
boundaries,
@0 = @,i( =0) =-@,(V = 1) (4.8)
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The Mathematica program used to calculate the 5 values is located in Appendix
B.
Notice that the only difference between this axial case and the transverse case of
Chapter 3 is the change in the values for B and H. Again, there are values of @i that
are complex. Since we are only interested in the real roots the Mathematica command
"Cases" was added to select the real roots. The results for the case study of real values of
@0 for B5 = 0 and H = 1 are listed in Table 4-1, including non-physical triple values in
parentheses.
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S=0.005 '=0.01 '=0.015 4=0.01949385 0.03
1.5 .0104 1.5 .0094 1.5 .0086 2.5 .1134 2.5 .0336
1.6 .0140 1.7 .0163 1.7 .0140 2.6 .1626 2.6 .0371
1.8 .0287 2.1 .0896 2.1 .0475 2.8 .3398 2.8 .0429
1.9 .0472 2.2 .2186 2.2 .0724 2.9 .4577 2.9 .0449
2.2 -.1744 2.5 -.0982 2.5 .4783 3.2 .7364 3.2 .0476
(-.4807)
(.6496) .9016)
(.9893)
2.4 -.0601 3 -.0542 3 -.1189 3.4 .7890 3.4 .0469
(-1.058) (-
(1.109) 1.725) 1.268)
(1.770) (1.362)
Table 4-1: Mathematica results for values of @,, calculated for various values of
C and U to be used in case studies for B5 = 0, N, = 1. The triple valued real solutions
are also listed, but the non-physical solutions appear within parentheses.
These values were used in the Mathematica program in Appendix A to plot the resulting
spin and flow velocity profiles.
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Figure 4-2: The non-dimensional flow and spin velocity profiles for '= 0.005. The
numbers by each line represents the value of C used to generate it.
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Figure 4-3: The non-dimensional flow and spin velocity profiles for = 0.01. The
numbers by each line represents the value of C used to generate it.
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Figure 4-4: The non-dimensional flow and spin
numbers by each line represents the value of C2
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Figure 4-5: The non-dimensional flow and spin velocity profiles for '= 0.01949. The
numbers by each line represents the value of U used to generate it.
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Figure 4-6: The non-dimensional flow and spin velocity profiles for '= 0.03. The
numbers by each line represents the value of C used to generate it.
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As in the transverse magnetic field analysis of Chapter 3, as the frequency is
increased, the flff = 0 line is approached and the spin velocity starts to become large and
non-linear. The cases of C = 0.005, 0.01 and 0.015 demonstrate some of this behavior.
In these cases, the middle of the planar duct boundary near i = 0.5 starts to exhibit
some non-linearity.
Again the spin velocities become non-linear and are multi-valued when i(, is
near zero for areas in the middle of the planar boundary at 5 = 0.5. The spin velocities
are single valued and largest in the regions near the planar duct boundaries. For =
0.01949, which is the value tangent to the (g= 0 line at U= 3.2, we see that 65,
becomes non-linear near 2 = 3.2 where it is close to 'ief = 0. For the 2 values closest
to neff = 0 the spin velocity exhibits the same multivalued behavior seen in Chapter 3. For
= 0.03 the spin velocities are all essentially linear for the selected values of 2, as J(jf
is not near zero.
Similar to the spin velocities, the flow velocity profiles for = 0.005, 0.01, and
0.015 possess some irregular behavior when 7,f = 0 is encountered in the frequency
range around 2 2 3. Here, the flow velocities when 1Yeff is near zero make a flow
reversal transition from negative to positive values as Ieff changes sign. The flow
velocities for all are largest in the center of the duct at . = 0.5 and smallest near the
planar boundaries. At low frequency 2 the flow velocities are negative for these values
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of . For the flow velocities of f =0.005, 0.01, and 0.015, as the frequency is
increased the range eventually hits the line i,, = 0 and at this point the flow velocity
reverses sign and become positive.
During this transition, the flow velocities exhibit some unusual non-linear and
multi-valued behavior. As seen in the plots of Figure 4-2 through 4-6, the flow velocity
shapes become irregular near the i,, = 0 line. For = 0.015 the flow velocity
becomes triple-valued for frequency in this range around C = 3. Similarly, the real
values of di are triple-valued here as well.
The flow velocity profiles for '=0.01949 and 0.03, are analogous to the cases of
= 0.037524704 and 0.04 in the transverse magnetic field case of Chapter 3. First, the
transition from negative to positive flow velocity does not occur because the values of
here lie outside the 7,e]] = 0 line so that remains positive. = 0.01949 was
calculated to be the value to be just tangent to the = 0 line at 2= 3.2. Here, the flow
velocity remains negative throughout as ?Tef > 0, however, it does become less parabolic
and more pointed towards the middle of the duct when it is in the vicinity of the (,j = 0
line.
The velocities near the duct boundaries are small. Far from the 7feff = 0 line the
flow velocity has a parabolic shape with i . = 0.03 is located further to the right and
well away from the 7,, = 0 line. The flow velocity here behaves as expected because it
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never goes positive as fie11 > 0 and for different frequencies the flow profile remains
essentially parabolic.
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Chapter 5
Linear Polarized and Rotating Magnetic Fields
5.1 Preliminary Analysis
This thesis explored the cases of 1,= 1 ; H= 0 (transverse) and B= 0 ; HZ= 1
(axial) magnetic fields acting on a ferrofluid. Two other interesting magnetic fields for
ferrofluid study are ones applied at an angle to the planar duct axis. These fields can
have fi and H, in phase for linearly polarized magnetic fields or can have rotating
magnetic fields as a result of phase differences between axial and transverse magnetic
field components. The interesting cases are:
B =1, H = 1 Field at constant angle (5.1)
B5= 1, H=j A Rotating Field (5.2)
As in this thesis, the spin and flow velocity equations can be numerically integrated using
a Mathematica program. Previous work has been done in this area of study and the same
assumptions of if = C and X, = 1 are used and the relationship between the parameter a
and the effective viscosity used in this thesis is still valid.
a=- ~ (5.3)
24 flf
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The primary change for these cases with both non-zero axial and transverse magnetic
fields is that T0 (2.39) is non-zero. This causes d5, and i7, to no longer be odd and even
functions respectively around .E = 0.5.
For the cases of a linear or rotating uniform magnetic field, we substitute (5.1) or (5.2) in
(2.40) to obtain,
a = -0 2_1+[2 I+X,) (5.4)
2 (1+ 'Z + 522 + X2C22
As seen in the transverse and axial cases, if we equate the a equations, (5.3) and (5.4), a
relation for U results. Now C(0 can be plotted as a function of iff1 as was done in
Figures 3-1 and 4-1. A fourth order equation in C results,
+ 2) - + (X +1)2 +(X +1)2 -(2{7f) +
(5.5)
Using the quadratic formula (3.5) the value of C 2 can be determined where,
a =1 (5.6)
b =2(1 + X 0 )+ X- X ~(2C -~
2 2 Zo0(2{ -1et) xO(24 -11,f)c =(1+X0 )2 (1+X,) ~ ~ X0 + ~~
4( C-q 4( ( -q
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= 0
(5.7)
(5.8)
C24 + 22 (X2 + 2X,
4{{{ -1~}, )
After solving for 22, U2 it can be graphed versus C for various values of 4, as shown
in Figure 5-1.
Figure 5-1: Non-dimensional frequency C as a function of viscosity { for various
values of ii . With magnitude BI = H = 1. This plot is valid for both magnetic field
cases in (5.1) and (5.2) The bold line represent the positive real roots of the quadratic in
(3.5), and the plain lines represent the negative real roots.
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After solving for U2, U it can be graphed versus C for various values of i, as shown
in Figure 5-1.
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Figure 5-1: Non-dimensional frequency 2 as a function of viscosity ' for various
values of ij . With magnitude B = H = 1. This plot is valid for both magnetic field
cases in (5.1) and (5.2) The bold line represent the positive real roots of the quadratic in
(3.5), and the plain lines represent the negative real roots.
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Parametric plots are used again to find the (5, and ii, profiles, however, to do this
the boundary value of 65, at i = 0 must be known so @0 must be recalculated. Note that
now o, ( = 0) #5, (i 3= 1). The Mathematica program of Appendix B cannot used to
determine @i as the analysis assumes that (5, is an odd function around V = 0.5.
5.2 Spin and Flow Velocity Profiles
The calculations for flow and spin velocity solutions are much more involved
because now neither b, or HZ is zero. This makes the average torque density equation
(2.29) more complicated because of the extra terms. Consequently, the flow and spin
velocity profiles that are dependent on the time-averaged torque density < T,> have both
B and H non-zero so that the necessary integrations become more difficult. In this
thesis, with one magnetic field component zero we were able to solve for the integration
constants for the spin and flow velocities analytically as the profiles were respectively
odd and even around 3 = 0.5. However, the same <i, > is no longer an odd function
around Y = 0.5 so our assumption of zero spin velocity (5, = 0 at 5 = 0.5 is no longer
valid.
However, there exists an algorithm that can be used for calculating the spin and
flow velocities by continually refining guesses for @,, until i7, (Y= 0) and 17, (Y= 1) are
both zero. This is done by first calculating T, and x from (2.39) and (2.40) respectively,
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for various values of U2 and either the linear field case (5i = 1, HI = 1) or the rotating
field case (5,= 1, FI = j ) is treated in this thesis. The generated a along with a value of
can now be used to calculate ij, in (2.45). With Tf, a, and if the spin velocity @,
in the small-spin velocity limit is determined at the boundaries from (2.44). By setting
5= 0 and 5 = 1 the boundary values @,, are found.
These initial values of @,, are used in the Mathematica program of Appendix A
defined for a linear or rotating magnetic field. A close approximation is made by
manually iterating finer values of @,, from the initial values until the iYV solutions satisfy
the boundary conditions. The results of this algorithm for the linear field case (f, = 1,
Hz = 1) with Q = 2 are listed in Table 5-1.
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Table 5-1: Mathematica results for approximate values of i5, (i =0 ) and , (. 3=1 )
obtained from (2.44) and @0 final calculated for various values of C andC =2 to be used
in case studies for fx= 1, FI= 1. CO, FINAL is the last iteration that satisfies the boundary
conditions.
These values were used in the Mathematica program in Appendix A to plot the resulting
spin and flow velocity profiles in Figures 5-2 through 5-13.
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LINEAR W, (i=0) (, (i=1) COFINAL 
-fif
= 0.0 -2.153 -2.553 -1.080 . 0047
= 0.05 -1.560 -1.640 -.9661 .0200
= 0.06 -1.190 -1.234 -.8610 .0327
=0.07 -.9602 -.9909 -.7670 .0444
= 0.10 -.6074 -.6234 -.5552 .0769
= 0.15 -.3765 -.3854 -.3650 .1286
S0.20 -.2728 -.2789 -.2687 .1793
= 0.25 -2139 -.2186 -.2120 .2294
=0.275 -.1930 -.1972 -.1917 .2549
=0.30 -.1759 -.1799 -.1749 .2800
=0.375 -.1389 -.1418 -.1384 .3553
=0.50 -.1028 -.1050 -.1026 .4805
x = z
0
-0.001
-0.002
.003-0
-0. 004
-1.08
-1.081
-1.082
-1.083
-1.084
-1.085
-1.086
-1.087
0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1
0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1
5E
Figure 5-2: The non-dimensional flow and spin velocity profiles for = 0.04 and U = 2.
For a linear polarized magnetic field given by (5.1).
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Figure 5-3: The non-dimensional flow andspin velocity profiles for 4= 0.05 and C = 2.
For a linear polarized magneticfieldgiven by (5.1).
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Figure 5-4: The non-dimensional flow and spin velocity profiles for '= 0.06 and C2 = 2.
For a linear polarized magnetic field given by (5.1).
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Figure 5-5: The non-dimensional flow and spin velocity profiles for '= 0.07 and C2 = 2.
For a linear polarized magnetic field given by (5.1).
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Figure 5-6: The non-dimensional flow and spin velocity profiles for '= 0.1 and U2= 2.
For a linear polarized magnetic field given by (5.1).
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Figure 5-7: The non-dimensional flow and spin velocity profiles for 4= 0.15 and C = 2.
For a linear polarized magnetic field given by (5.1).
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Figure 5-8: The non-dimensional flow and spin velocity profiles for = 0.2 and U= 2.
For a linear polarized magnetic field given by (5.1).
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Figure 5-9: The non-dimensional flow and spin velocity profiles for '= 0.25 and C = 2.
For a linear polarized magnetic field given by (5.1).
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Figure 5-10: The non-dimensional flow and spin velocity profiles for '= 0.275 and UC=
2. For a linear polarized magnetic field given by (5.1).
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Figure 5-11: The non-dimensional flow and spin velocity profiles for '= 0.3 and C = 2.
For a linear polarized magnetic field given by (5.1).
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Figure 5-12: The non-dimensional flow and spin velocity profiles for = 0.375 and C=
2. For a linear polarized magnetic field given by (5.1).
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Figure 5-13: The non-dimensional flow and spin velocity profiles for 4= 0.5 and C = 2.
For a linear polarized magnetic field given by (5.1).
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In the linearly magnetic field cases of (5.1) (B= 1, Hz= 1) the algorithm for
calculating 5, does not converge as ' approachs the ,= 0 line. Thus for smaller
values of C the magnitude of the spin-velocity 6, becomes large as compared to 1. At
the values of C = .04, .05, and .06 this effect is seen. Here the algorithm for calculating
65, from (2.44) in the low spin velocity limit give less accurate initial values for &5Q so
more iterations to find CO FINAL are required. In all the graphs above the flow and spin
velocities behave normally for C values far from the if = 0 line. An analogous analysis
is done for the rotating magnetic field case (i = 1, fi, = j ) with (50 calculations given
in Table 5-2 and spin and flow velocites graphed in Figures 5-14 through 5-18.
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Table 5-2: Mathematica results for approximate values of 5, (5=0 ) and, (5 =1 )
obtained from (2.44) and 0,, FINAL calculated for various values of C and C2 = 2 to be used
in case studies for B5 = 1, FI = j. 90 FINAL is the last iteration that satisfies the boundary
conditions.
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ROTATING @Y (5=0) @, (5=1) O FINAL i
= 0.06 4.265 4.220 1.494 .0327
= 0.07 3.430 3.310 1.426 .0443
=0.1 2.162 2.146 1.235 .0769
0.25 .7591 .7544 .6195 .2297
0.5 .3647 .3626 .3100 .4805
VZ
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Figure 5-14: The non-dimensional flow and spin velocity profiles for '= 0.06 and C=
2. For a linear polarized magnetic field given by (5.2).
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Figure 5-15: The non-dimensional flow and spin velocity profiles for = 0.07 and C=
2. For a linear polarized magnetic field given by (5.2).
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Figure 5-16: The non-dimensional flow and spin velocity profiles for 4= 0.1 and C = 2.
For a linear polarized magnetic field given by (5.2).
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Figure 5-17: The non-dimensional flow and spin velocity profiles for 4= 0.25 andQ= 2.
For a linear polarized magnetic field given by (5.2).
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Figure 5-18: The non-dimensional flow and spin velocity profiles for '= 0.5 and U = 2.
For a linear polarized magnetic field given by (5.2).
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Vl:
For the rotating magnetic field, the iterations for @0 were more involved and
difficult in solving for @O FINAL. In particular, small changes in refining @% would result
in large changes in the flow and spin velocities. Here the magnitude of the spin velocities
5Y, were much larger than 1. This large value of @, violates the small-spin velocity
limit and the algorithm to calculate the initial guesses for @% at the boundaries breaks
down. As seen in Table 5-2, the @O FINAL values are much different from the intial values
of o .
The non-dimensional plots for frequency Q as a function of viscosity { for
various values of ii. are also given in Figure 5-1. We can infer from previous work that
the values of large @0 are closer to the = 0 line. As seen in the linear and rotating
magnetic field analysis, the flow and spin velocities graphed behave normally because
fe is not zero.
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Summary and Conclusions
6.1 Results From Analysis
Many interesting flow profile phenomena have been studied in this analysis of
ferrofluid behavior under alternating and travelling magnetic fields. Our study began
with a review of the governing equations and previous related research. Ferrofluid
motion in alternating and travelling magnetic fields is due to magnetic forces and torques
imposed by externally imposed uniform magnetic fields. These forces and torques result
in flow and spin velocity profiles which depend on various physical parameters.
One of the primary parameters of interest is the effective viscosity iTff . The
electromagnetic coupling between magnetic field and flow can cause the magnetic field
dependent effective viscosity IYeff to become zero or negative depending on magnetic
field direction, frequency, and strength. When the magnetic field dependent effective
viscosity becomes zero, the approximate theory predicts infinite flow and spin velocities
which violates the small spin velocity limit approximation developed in earlier work.
Experimental observations show that ferrofluid flow reversals depend on the amplitude
and frequency of the applied magnetic field. Here, the theory predicts that when the
effective viscosity becomes negative for a suitable range of magnetic field amplitude and
frequency the flow and spin velocities change sign which causes flow reversal.
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In the small spin velocity limit (bY<< 1), the spin and flow velocity profiles can
be solved for in closed form to directly show how the flow and spin profiles depend on
effective viscosity. By the use of numerical integration of the governing equations on
model cases, flow reversal and non-linear multi-valued solutions were found for low and
large spin velocities. The flow and spin velocity profiles were plotted for a range of
parameters dependent on magnetic field amplitude, frequency, and direction for
alternating and travelling wave magnetic fields.
6.2 Spin Velocity Summary
The resulting spin velocities for both the transverse and axial magnetic field cases
were analogous as in both cases the spin velocity was an odd function of x around x =
d/2. The first step was to calculate the values of (5, (i 5= 0) = 5% for a given C and U to
determine the spin velocities at the duct boundaries. The real values of % remained
single valued for i far from the ,eff = 0 line. However, near 7T,,f = 0, real values of 6
became triple-valued, although two of the three values were non-physical as the solutions
satisfied the boundary conditions outside the duct, Y > 1 and Y 0. Within the duct ( 0
5 1) these extraneous solutions did not satisfy the boundary conditions.
For the physical value of 5, , the basic shapes of the spin velocity profiles were
relatively linear when F,ff was not near 0, whether 4,j was positive or negative. In this
case, the spin velocity magnitude would be maximum at the boundaries of the planar
duct. Depending on the value of f , the spin velocity is either maximum positive or
negative at i = 0, being an odd function around i = 0.5. For the selected values of
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Cand U the behavior of the spin velocity profile would depend on its relation to the
leff = 0 line. Values of C and frequency U that are near the ,eff = 0 line have non-
linear and multivalued solutions for the spin and flow velocity profiles.
The spin velocities are still maximum at the duct boundaries, however the
transitions inbetween are not linear. The spin velocities become more non-linear the
closer i and U are to the = 0 line. This non-linearity resembles an "S" shaped
curve around the middle of the duct at Y =0.5 that can be triple valued in 5,.
In our analysis of linear and rotating magnetic fields the spin velocities were all
linear as the values of used were far from the T,, = 0 line.
6.3 Flow Velocity Summary
As for spin velocity profiles, the flow velocity profiles for the transverse and axial
magnetic field cases are analogous as in both cases the flow was an even function of x
around x = d/2. Using the same values of c5, (Y = 0) = G5 that were calculated for a
given 4 and U, the flow velocity profiles were calculated. The flow velocity profiles
when ,eff was not near zero are parabolic in shape. This occurs for C and U values
that are far from the ,eff = 0 line. Here the flow velocities are zero at the planar duct
boundaries at i = 0 and Y = 1 and maximum in the center of the duct at Y = 0.5. In these
smooth regular cases there are no flow reversals as the flow velocity remains negative for
,ff 0 or positive for ,, : 0 for a positive pressure gradient ( >0). As seen for
az
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the spin velocity, the non-linearities are encountered whenever the system is operating
near the ,eff = 0 line. For values of f and U values that are near the 1 eff = 0 line, the
flow velocity profiles become less parabolic. In the transition near feff = 0 , the flow
velocities become "V" shaped and the maximum value is at the middle of the duct.
Continuing the transition, the flow velocity starts to become multivalued for areas in the
middle of the duct. Here the values of di, have three real roots. Two of the roots are
non-physical as the solution only obeys the zero velocity boundary conditions outside the
duct. Only one real root has the flow velocity zero at the boundaries for 0 i 1. The
physical solution behaves regularly (i.e. it maintains its parabolic shape) but the flow
reverses as the ijf = 0 line is crossed as il changes sign.
For the values C = 0.0 1949 and 0.03 that are tangent and to the right of the ,ff =
0 line so that ?,Tff > 0 the flow velocity profiles exhibit relatively normal behavior. The
flow velocities are still maximum at i = 0.5 and parabolically decrease to zero at the
boundaries. The flow velocities are also negative and never reverse sign.
The tangent case (4= 0.01949) does demonstrate some non-linearity for U values close
to the (,Tff = 0 line. Here the parabolic shape starts to protrude out slightly in the middle
of the duct. When the range of Q is no longer in the vicinity of ,eff = 0, the flow
velocity becomes parabolic once again. For 4= 0.03, the flow velocity remains regular
and negative for all values of Q as > 0. This result is expected because the
operating point is not near to Tfle = 0.
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The same is true for the flow velocities for the linear and rotating magnetic field
cases. For U = 2 and the various values of C the flow velocities are regular because
they are very far from 7,, = 0.
6.4 Areas of Future Study
This thesis did some preliminary work on the linear and rotating magnetic field
cases (B= 1, H= 1 and B = 1, H= j) The flow and spin velocities were plotted for
S= 2 for various values of C . Subsequent analysis could include more test cases with
a range of U2 to provide a family of curves. This way the transitions of flow velocities
can be seen as the system passes through the 7,f = 0 line. The algorithm to calculate
@0 can also be implemented in a computer program to iterate the values of @,, instead of
manually changing them.
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Appendix A
Mathematica Files for Parametric Plots
A. 1 Transverse Magnetic Field Case
C' =0.01
d[wy_,om_,c_]:=(wyA2-omA2+1 +c)A2+(2+c)A2*omA2
d[wy,om,c]
t1[wy_,om_,c_,B_,H_]:=-wy*(Abs[B]A2*(wyA2-omA2+1)+
Abs[H]^ 2*(wyA2-omA2+( 1+c)A2))
t1 [wy,om,c,B,H]
t2[wy_,om_,c_,B_,H_]:=(c*(wyA2-omA2)+I*om*(wyA2-omA 2-1-c)
)*H*Conjugate[B]
t3[wy_,om_,c_,B_,H_]:=(c*(wyA2-omA2)-I*om*(wyA2-omA 2-1-c)
)*Conjugate[H]*B
t2[wy,om,c,B,H]
t3[wy,om,c,B,H]
T[wy_,om_,c_,B_,H_]:=.5*c*(tl [wy,om,c,B,H]+t2[wy,om,c,B,H]
+t3[wy,om,c,B,H])/d[wy,om,c]
T[wy,om,c,B,H]
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derT[wy_,om_,c_,B_,H_]:=D[T[wyp,om,c,B,H],wyp]/.wyp->wy
derT[wy,om,c,B,H]
alphac[zeta_,etaJ:=2*zeta*eta/(zeta+eta)
alphac[zeta,eta]
dvz[wy_,om_,c_,B_,H_,zeta_]:=T[wy,om,c,B,H]/zeta -2*wy
dvz[wy,om,c,B,H,zeta]
dwy[wy_,om_,c_,B_,H_,zeta_,eta_,dp_]:=(-1/eta)*
dp/(1 -derT[wy,om,c,B,H]/alphac[zeta,eta])
dwy[wy,om,c,B,H,zeta,eta,dp]
dx[wy_,om_,c_,B_,H_,zeta_,eta_,
dpj:=((-1/eta)*dp/(1 -derT[wy,om,c,B,H]/alphac[zeta,eta]))A(- 1)
dx[wy,om,c,B,H,zeta,eta,dp]
dvzdwy[wy_,om_,c_,B_,H_,zeta_,eta_,dp_]:
dvz[wy,om,c,B,H,zeta]/dwy[wy,om,c,B,H,zeta,eta,dp]
dvzdwy[wy,om,c,B,H,zeta,eta,dp]
wO=.0037037
pp9=NDSolve[{x'[wy]==dx[wy,0,1,1,0,.01,.01,.001],
vz'[wy]==dvzdwy[wy,0,1,1,0,.01,.01,.001],x[wO]==.0,vz[wO]==0. },{x,vz},{
wy,-wO,wO}]
g 1 =ParametricPlot[Evaluate[ { x [wy],vz[wy] }/.pp9],{wy,-wO,wO},PlotRange->All]
a1 =ParametricPlot[Evaluate[ I x[wy],wy }I/.pp9], { wy,-wO,wO },PlotRange->All]
wO=0.00620424
pp1O=NDSolve[{x'[wy]==dx[wy,0.5,1,1,0,.01,.01,.001],
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vz'[wy]==dvzdwy[wy,0.5,1,1,0,.0281,.028 1,.001 ],x[wO]==.0,vz[wO]==0. }, {x,
vz},{wy,-wO,wO}]
g2=ParametricPlot[Evaluate[ {x[wy],vz[wy] }/.pp10], { wy,-wO,wO },PlotRange->All]
a2=ParametricPlot[Evaluate[ {x[wy],wy }/.pp10], { wy,-wO,wO },PlotRange->All]
wO=0.0493976
pp 11=NDSolve[{x'[wy]==dx[wy,1,1,1,0,.01,.01,.001],
vz'[wy]==dvzdwy[wy, 1,1,1,0,.1,.01,001 ],x[wO]==.O,vz[wO]==0. ,{x,vz},{
wy,-wO,wO}]
g3=ParametricPlot [Evaluate[ { x[wy],vz[wy] }/.pp 11], { wy,-wO,wO },PlotRange->All]
a3=ParametricPlot [Evaluate[ { x[wy],wy }I/.ppl 1],{ wy,-wO,wO},PlotRange->All]
wO=0.0122869
pp24=NDSolve[{x'[wy]==dx[wy,.75,1,1,0,.01,.01,.001],
vz'[wy]==dvzdwy[wy,.75,1,1,0,.01,.01,.001],x[wO]==.O,vz[wO]==0.I,{x,
vz},{wy,-wO,wO}]
g4=ParametricPlot[Evaluate[ { x[wy],vz[wy] }/.pp24], { wy,-wO,wO },PlotRange->All]
a4=ParametricPlot [Evaluate[ { x[wy],wy }/.pp24], { wy,-wO,wO },PlotRange->All]
wO= -0.0789811
pp25=NDSolve[{x'[wy]==dx[wy,1.2,1,1,0,.01,.01,.001],
vz'[wy]==dvzdwy[wy,1.2,1,1,0,.01,.01,.001],x[wO]==.0,vz[wO]==0.},{x,
vz }, { wy,-wO,wO I]
g5=ParametricPlot [Evaluate[ { x[wy],vz[wy] }I/.pp25],{ wy,-wO,wO },PlotRange->All]
a5=ParametricPlot[Evaluate[ { x[wy],wy }/.pp25], { wy,-wO,wO },PlotRange->All]
wO= -0.0647551
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pp29=NDSolve[ { x'[wy]==dx[wy, 1.22,1,1,0,.01,.01,.00 1],
vz'[wy]==dvzdwy[wy, 1.22,1,1,0,.0 1,.01,.00 1 ],x [w]==.0,vz[wO]==0. }, {x,
vz},{wy,-wO,wO}]
g9=ParametricPlot [Evaluate[{ x[wy],vz[wy] }/.pp29], { wy,-wO,wO},PlotRange->All]
a9=ParametricPlot[Evaluate[ { x[wy],wy }/.pp29], { wy,-wO,wO },PlotRange->All]
wO= -0.0400443
pp26=NDSolve[{x'[wy]==dx[wy,1.3,1,1,0,.01,.01,.001],
vz'[wy]==dvzdwy[wy, 1.3,1,1,0,.01,.01,.001],x[wO]==.0,vz[wO]==0. },{x,
vz},{wy,-wO,wO}]
g6=ParametricPlot[Evaluate[ { x[wy],vz[wy] }/.pp26], { wy,-wO,wO },PlotRange->All]
a6=ParametricPlot[Evaluate[ { x[wy],wy }/.pp26], { wy,-wO,wO },PlotRange->All]
wO= -0.0290963
pp27=NDSolve[{x'[wy]==dx[wy,1.4,1,1,0,.01,.01,.001],
vz'[wy]==dvzdwy[wy,1.4,1,1,0,.01,.01,.001],x[wO]==.0,vz[wO]==0. I, {x,
vz},{wy,-wO,wO}]
g7=ParametricPlot[Evaluate[ { x[wy],vz[wy] }/.pp27],{ wy,-wO,wO },PlotRange->All]
a7=ParametricPlot[Evaluate[ { x[wy],wy }/.pp27], { wy,-wO,wO},PlotRange->All]
wO= -0.0240901
pp28=NDSolve[{x'[wy]==dx[wy,1.5,1,1,0,.01,.01,.001],
vz'[wy]==dvzdwy[wy, 1.5,1,1,0,.01,.01,.001],x[wO]==.0,vz[wO]==0. I,{x,
vz},{wy,-wO,wO}]
g8=ParametricPlot [Evaluate[ { x[wy],vz[wy] }/.pp28], { wy,-wO,wO },PlotRange->All]
a8=ParametricPlot[Evaluate[ { x[wy],wy }I/.pp28], { wy,-wO,wO },PlotRange->All]
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jen3=Show [Graphics[Text["[1]",{.65,-.025 }]]]
f3 =Show[g3, jen3]
jen4=Show [Graphics [Text[" [2]", {.5,-.017}]]]
f4 =Show[g4, jen4]
jen5=Show[Graphics[Text[" [3]", {.2,.005 }]]]
f5 =Show[g5, jen5]
jen6=Show[Graphics[Text[" [4]", {.5,-.0027 }]]]
f6 =Show[g6, jen6]
jen7=Show[Graphics[Text[" [5]", {.5,-.006}]]]
f =Show[g7, jen7]
jen9=Show[Graphics[Text[" [6]", 1.5,.0036 }]]]
f9 =Show[g9, jen9]
Show [f3,f4, f5, f6, f7,f9,Frame->True, FrameLabel-> {x,Subscript[v,z]}]
Display[ "vzO 1 n.ps",%, "EPS"]
lab3=Show[Graphics[Text["[1 a]", {.07,.046 }]]]
n3 =Show[a3, lab3]
lab4=Show[Graphics[Text[" [2a]", {.06,.0121]]]
n4=Show[a4, lab4]
lab5=Show[Graphics[Text[" [3a]", {12,-.075}]]]
n5 =Show[a5, lab5]
lab6=Show[Graphics[Text[" [4a]", {.1,-.041]]]
n6 =Show[a6, lab6]
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lab7=Show[Graphics[Text[ " [5a]", { .1 ,-.02 }]]]
n7 =Show[a7, lab7]
lab9=Show[Graphics[Text[" [6a] ",{.1,-.058}]]]
n9 =Show[a9, lab9]
Show [n3,n4, n5, n6, n7,n9,Frame->True, FrameLabel-> { x,Subscript[\[Omega],z]}]
Display["wyO 1 n.ps",%,"EPS"]
A.2 Axial Magnetic Field Case
= 0.005
d[wy_,om_,c_]:=(wyA2-omA2+1 +c)A2+(2+c)A2*omA2
d[wy,om,c]
t 1 [wy_,om_,c_,B_,H_]:=-wy*(Abs[B]A2*(wyA2-omA2+1)+
Abs[H]^ 2*(wyA2-omA2+( 1+c)A2))
tl [wy,om,c,B,H]
t2[wy_,om_,c_,B_,H_]:=(c*(wyA2-omA2)+I*om*(wyA2-OmA2- 1-c)
)*H*Conjugate[B]
t3[wy_,om_,c_,B_,H_]:=(c*(wyA2-omA2)-I*om*(wyA2-omA 2-1-c)
)*Conjugate [H] *B
t2[wy,om,c,B,H]
t3[wy,om,c,B,H]
T[wy_,om_,c_,B_,H_]:=.5*c*(t1 [wy,om,c,B,H]+t2[wy,om,c,B,H]
+t3[wy,om,c,B,H])/d[wy,om,c]
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T[wy,om,c,B,H]
derT[wy_,om_,c_,B_,H_]:=D[T[wyp,om,c,B,H],wyp]/.wyp->wy
derT[wy,om,c,B,H]
alphac[zeta_,etaJ:=2*zeta*eta/(zeta+eta)
alphac[zeta,eta]
dvz[wy_,om_,c_,B_,H_,zeta_]:=T[wy,om,c,B,H]/zeta -2*wy
dvz[wy,om,c,B,H,zeta]
dwy[wy_,om_,c_,B_,H_,zeta_,eta,dp_]:=(- 1/eta)*
dp/(1 -derT[wy,om,c,B,H]/alphac[zeta,eta])
dwy[wy,om,c,B,H,zeta,eta,dp]
dx[wy_,om_,c_,B_,H_,zeta_,eta_,
dp_]:=((- 1/eta)*dp/(1 -derT[wy,om,c,B,H]/alphac[zeta,eta]))A(- 1)
dx[wy,om,c,B,H,zeta,eta,dp]
dvzdwy[wy_,om_,c_,B_,H_,zeta_,eta_,dp_]:=
dvz[wy,om,c,B,H,zeta]/dwy[wy,om,c,B,H,zeta,eta,dp]
dvzdwy[wy,om,c,B,H,zeta,eta,dp]
wO=0.010399 4
pp9=NDSolve[ { x'[wy]==dx[wy, 1.5,1,0,1,.005,.005,.001],
vz'[wy]==dvzdwy[wy, 1.5,1,0,1,.005,.005,.00 1],x[wO]==.0,vz[wO]==0. },{x,
vz},{wy,-wO,wO}]
g 1 =ParametricPlot [Evaluate[ { x[wy],vz[wy] }/.pp9], {wy,-wO,wO },PlotRange->All]
a1 =ParametricPlot[Evaluate[ { x[wy],wy }/.pp9], { wy,-wO,wO },PlotRange->All]
wO=0.0139529
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pp 10=NDSolve[ { x'[wy]==dx[wy, 1.6,1,0,1,.005,.005,.00 1],
vz'[wy]==dvzdwy[wy, 1.6,1,0,1,.005,.005,.001],x[wO]==.0,vz[wO]==0. }, {x,
vz }, { wy,-wO,wO I]
g2=ParametricPlot[Evaluate[ { x[wy],vz[wy] }/.pp10], { wy,-wO,wO },PlotRange->All]
a2=ParametricPlot[Evaluate[ { x[wy],wy }/.pp10], { wy,-wO,wO },PlotRange->All]
wO=0.019444
pp 1=NDSolve[{x'[wy]==dx[wy,1.7,1,0,1,.005,.005,.00 1],
vz'[wy]==dvzdwy [wy, 1.7,1,0,1,.005,.005,.001 ],x[wO]==.0,vz[wO]==0. ,{x,
vz }, { wy,-wO,wO I]
g3=ParametricPlot[Evaluate[ { x[wy],vz[wy] }/.pp 11], { wy,-wO,wO },PlotRange->All]
a3=ParametricPlot[Evaluate[ { x[wy],wy }/.pp 11], { wy,-wO,wO },PlotRange->All]
wO=0.028747
pp24=NDSolve[ { x'[wy]==dx[wy, 1.8,1,0,1,.005,.005,.001],
vz'[wy]==dvzdwy[wy, 1.8,1,0,1,.005,.005,.001],x[wO]==.0,vz[wO]==0. },{x,
vz},{wy,-wO,wO}]
g4=ParametricPlot [Evaluate[{ x[wy],vz[wy] I/.pp24], { wy,-wO,wO },PlotRange->All]
a4=ParametricPlot[Evaluate[ { x[wy],wy }/.pp24], { wy,-wO,wO },PlotRange->All]
wO=0.0472086
pp25=NDSolve[ { x'[wy]==dx[wy, 1.9,1,0,1,.005,.005,.001],
vz'[wy]==dvzdwy[wy, 1.9,1,0,1,.005,.005,.00 1],x [w]==.0,vz[wO]==0. },{x,
vz} ,{wy,-wO,wOI]
g5=ParametricPlot[Evaluate[ { x[wy],vz[wy] }/.pp25], { wy,-wO,wO },PlotRange->All]
a5=ParametricPlot[Evaluate[ { x[wy],wy }/.pp25], { wy,-wO,wO },PlotRange->All]
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wO= 0.0976686
pp26=NDSolve[{x'[wy]==dx[wy,2,1,0,1,.005,.005,.001],
vz'[wy]==dvzdwy[wy,2,1,0,1,.005,.005,.001],x[wO]==.O,vz[wO]==0. },{x,
vz }, { wy,-wO,wO }]
g6=ParametricPlot[Evaluate[ x[wy],vz[wy] }/.pp26],{ wy,-wO,wO },PlotRange->All]
a6=ParametricPlot[Evaluate[ {x[wy],wy }/.pp26], { wy,-wO,wO },PlotRange->All]
wO=0.318228
pp27=NDSolve[ { x'[wy]==dx[wy,2.1,1,0,1,.005,.005,.001],
vz'[wy]==dvzdwy[wy,2.1,1,0,1,.005,.005,.00 1 ],x[wO]==.0,vz[wO]==0. },{x,
vz},{wy,-wO,wO}]
{{ x\[Rule]InterpolatingFunction[ {{-0.318228,0.3182281 },"<>"],
vz\[Rule]LnterpolatingFunction[{ {-0.318228,0.31822811,<>"] }}
g7=ParametricPlot[Evaluate[ { x[wy],vz[wy] }/.pp27], { wy,-wO,wO} ,PlotRange->All]
a7=ParametricPlot[Evaluate[ { x[wy],wy}/.pp27], { wy,-wO,wO } ,PlotRange->All]
wO= -0.174389
pp28=NDSolve[ { x'[wy]==dx[wy,2.2,1,0,1,.005,.005,.001],
vz'[wy]==dvzdwy[wy,2.2,1,0,1,.005,.005,.001],x[wO]==.0,vz[wO]==0. },{x,
vz 1, { wy,-wO,wO }]
g8=ParametricPlot [Evaluate[ { x[wy],vz[wy] }/.pp28],{ wy,-wO,wO } ,PlotRange->All]
a8=ParametricPlot[Evaluate[ { x[wy] ,wy }I/.pp28], { wy,-wO,wO } ,PlotRange->All]
wO= -0.0835141
-0.0835141
pp29=NDSolve[{x'[wy]==dx[wy,2.3,1,0,1,.005,.005,.001],
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vz'[wy]==dvzdwy[wy,2.3,1,0,1,.005,.005,.001] ,x[w]==.O,vz[wO]==0. },{x,
vz},{wy,-wO,wO}]
g9=ParametricPlot[Evaluate[ { x[wy],vz [wy] }/.pp29], { wy,-wO,wO },PlotRange->All]
a9=ParametricPlot[Evaluate[ I x[wy],wy }/.pp29], { wy,-wO,wO },PlotRange->All]
wO=-0.0601254
-0.0601254
pp30=NDSolve[ { x'[wy]==dx[wy,2.4,1,0,1,.005,.005,.00 1],
vz'[wy]==dvzdwy[wy,2.4,1,0,1,.005,.005,.001] ,x[wO]==.0,vz[wO]==0. ,{ x,
vz},{wy,-wO,wO}]
g 10=ParametricPlot[Evaluate[ {x[wy],vz[wy] }/.pp30], { wy,-wO,wO},PlotRange->All]
al 0=ParametricPlot[Evaluate[ {x[wy],wy }/.pp30], { wy,-wO,wO },PlotRange->All]
jen1=Show[Graphics[Text["[1]", {.5,-.027 ]]]
fl =Show[gl,jenl]
jen2=Show[Graphics[Text[" [2]", { .5,-.031}]]]
f2 =Show[g2, jen2]
jen4=Show[Graphics[Text[" [3]",{ .5,-.035 }]]]
f4 =Show[g4, jen4]
jen5=Show [Graphics[Text[" [4]", {.5,-.04 }]]]
f5 =Show[g5, jen5]
jen8=Show[Graphics [Text[" [5]", { .5,.01251]]]
f8 =Show[g8, jen8]
jenO=Show[Graphics[Text["[6]",{ .5,-.014 I]]]
fl0 =Show[g10, jen10]
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Show [f 1,f2,f4, f5,f8,f 10, Frame->True, FrameLabel-> {x,Subscript[v,z]}]
Display["vz005n.eps" ,%,"EPS"]
lab 1 =Show[Graphics[Text[" [1 a]", {.07,-.011]]]
nl =Show[al, labl]
lab2=Show[Graphics[Text[" [2a]", {.95,-.025 }]]]
n2 =Show[a2, lab2]
lab4=Show[Graphics [Text[" [3a]", {.1,.02}]]]
n4 =Show[a4, lab4]
lab5=Show [Graphics [Text[" [4a]", {.07,.046 }]]]
n5 =Show[a5, lab5]
lab8=Show[Graphics[Text[" [5a] ",{.07,-.131]]]
n8 =Show[a8, lab8]
lab 10=Show[Graphics[Text[" [6a] ", {.07,-.048 }]]]
nlO =Show[alO, lab10]
Show[nl,n2,n4, n5, n8, n0, Frame->True,
FrameLabel->{ x,Subscript[\[Omega],z] }]
Display[ "wy005n.eps",%, "EPS"]
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Appendix B
Mathematica Programs to Calculate ,Oj ( X = 0) = OJO
B.1 Co Calculations for Transverse Case
4 =0.01
dp=.001
d[wy_,om_,c_]:=(wyA2-omA2+ 1+c)A2+(2+c)A2*omA2
d[wy,om,c]
t1 [wy_,om_,c_,B_,H_]:=-wy*(Abs[B]A2*(wyA2-omA2+1)+
Abs[H]A2*(wyA2-omA2+( 1+c)A2))
tl [wy,om,c,B,H]
t2[wy_,om_,c_,B_,H_]:=(c*(wyA2-omA2)+I*om*(wyA2-omA2-1-c)
)*H*Conjugate[B]
t3[wy_,om_,c_,B_,H_]:=(c*(wy2-omA2)-I*om*(wy2-omA 2-1-c)
)*Conjugate[H]*B
t2[wy,om,c,B,H]
t3[wy,om,c,B,H]
T[wy_,om_,c_,B_,H_]:=.5*c*(t1 [wy,om,c,B,H]+t2[wy,om,c,B,H]
+t3[wy,om,c,B,H])/d[wy,om,c]
T[wy,om,c,B,H]
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fun[wy_,om_,c_,B_,H_,zeta_]=wy-(.5/zeta)*(dp+2*T[wy,om,c,B,H])
fun[1,1,1,1,1,1]
fun[2,2,2,1,1,.4]
Solve[fun[wO,3.4576,1.,1.,0.,.01 5]==O.,wO]
Solve[fun[wO,1 .3830,1.,1.,O.,.015]==0.,wO]
Solve[fun[wO,3.9413,1.,1.,O.,.O1]==O.,wO]
Solve[fun[wO, 1.2992,1., 1.,0.,.0 1 ]==0.,wO]
sol[om_,zeta_]:=Table[Solve[fun[wO,om, 1., 1.,0.,zeta]==O.,wO] [[i]], { i, 1,5 }]
wb[om_,zeta_]:=
Cases[ { sol [om,zeta] [[1]],sol[om,zeta] [[2]],sol[om,zeta] [[3]],
sol[om,zeta] [[4]],sol[om,zeta] [[5]] 1, _Real, Infinity]
wb[. 15,.65]
sol[. 15,.65]
sol[1,1]
wb[0, 0.01]
{0.0037037}
wb[0.5, 0.01]
{0.00620424}
wb[.75, 0.01]
{0.0122869}
wb[1.2, 0.01]
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{-0.366743,-0.0789811,0.4467261
wb[I.22, 0.01]
{-0.422026,-0.0647551,0.487721
wb[1.3,0.01]
{-0.592155,-0.0400443,0.632877}
wb[l.4,0.01]
{-0.75886,-0.0290963,0.788279}
B.2 (o Calculations for Axial Case
4 = 0.005
dp=.001
d[wy_,om_,c_]:=(wyA2-omA2+1 +c)A2+(2+c)A2*omA2
d[wy,om,c]
t1[wy_,om_,c_,B_,H_]:=-wy*(Abs[B]2*(wy2-omA2+1)+
Abs[H]A2*(wyA2-omA2+( 1+c)A2))
tl [wy,om,c,B,H]
t2[wy_,om_,c_,B_,H_]:=(c*(wyA2-omA2)+I*om*(wyA2-omA 2-1-c)
)*H*Conjugate[B]
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t3[wy_,om_,c_,B_,H_]:=(c*(wy2-omA2)-I*om*(wyA2-omA2- 1-c)
)*Conjugate[H]*B
t2[wy,om,c,B,H]
t3[wy,om,c,B,H]
T[wy_,om_,c_,B_,H_]:=.5*c*(tl[wy,om,c,B,H]+t2[wy,om,c,B,H]
+t3[wy,om,c,B,H])/d[wy,om,c]
T[wy,om,c,B,H]
fun[wy_,om_,c_,B_,H_,zeta_]=wy-(0.5/zeta)*(dp+2*T[wy,om,c,B,H])
fun[1,1,1,1,1,1]
fun[2,2,2,1,1,.4]
Solve [fun [wO,3.4576,1.,1.,0.,.015]==0.,wO]
Solve[fun[wO,1.3830,1.,1.,0.,.015]==0.,wO]
Solve [fun[wO,3.9413,1.,1.,0.,.01]==0.,wO]
Solve[fun[wO, 1.2992,1., 1.,0.,.0l]==O.,wO]
sol[om_,zeta_]:=Table[Solve[fun[wO,om, 1. ,0., 1.,zeta]==O.,wO][[i]], {i,1,5 }]
wb[om_,zeta_]:=
Cases[{ sol[om,zeta][[1]],sol[om,zeta][[2]],sol[om,zeta][[3]],
sol[om,zeta] [[4]],sol[om,zeta] [[5]]), _Real, Infinity]
wb[. 15,.65]
{0.0004411011
sol[. 15,.65]
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sol[1,1]
wb[1.5, 0.005]
10.01039941
wb[I.6, 0.005]
10.01395291
wb[1.7, 0.005]
{0.019444}
wb[1.8, 0.005]
{0.028747}
wb [1.9, 0.005]
{0.0472086}
wb[2,0.005]
10.09766861
wb[2.1,0.005]
{0.3182281
wb[2.2, 0.005]
{-0.481409,-0.17439,0.6496071
wb[2.3,0.005]
{-0.824473,-0.0835141,0.9011911
wb[2.4, 0.005]
{-1.05641,-0.0601254,1.1091}
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